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Abstract: Big amount of data created by using different methods of information technology this type of data difficult to manage 

and store. Different type of virtual model is available on the cloud for storing data. Specifically, a dispensation is a new challenge 

in cloud computing. There are several questions counting, what is the relationship between big data and cloud computing? The 

response to these questions will be discussed in this paper, where studied about the big data and cloud computing. , In addition, 

the connection between them. In this paper describe the relationship between big data and cloud computing and literature review 

of big data for cloud computing. 

 

Index Terms:-  Big Data, Analytics, BIG data V’s, cloud computing 

  

I. INTRODUCTION 

The term, ‗Big Data is great a quantity of aspect that it becomes not easy to a method with the usual facts supervision 

apparatus or handing out an application. The facts come from all over: sensors used to get together whether in rank, posts to 

community media sites, digital pictures, and video, get contract account, and cell phone GPS signal. We live in a globe where 

data is increasing speedily because of the ever-second-hand internet, sensors and heavy machines at an awfully speedy estimate 

According to Gartner, the information is increasing at the rate of 59% each year. This development can be depicted term of 

these four V’s.  

 Volume Association or persons generate a vast quantity of facts is called amount. Today the amount of data in nearly 

everyone organization is imminent Exabytes. According to IBM, over 2.7 zeta byte of facts is here in the digital world 

today. All tiny over 571 new websites are organism produced. 

 Velocity: The pace at which facts are generated, capture, and communal is acknowledged as velocity. The project can 

capitalize on statistics only if it is captured and common in real time.  

 Variety: Dissimilar type of source cause the facts such as inside, outside, societal, and behavioral and get nearer in the 

poles apart design such as metaphors, textbook, videos, audio etc. 

 Veracity: It refers to the indecision of facts i.e. whether the obtained data is accurate or unswerving.  Full-size facts, 

higher than all in the shapeless and semi-structured forms, is chaotic in scenery and it takes a good quantity of 

instance and skill to dirt free that facts and make it fit for psychotherapy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1 V’s of Big Data 

 

1.1 Classification of big data 

   

Big data are categorized into different types to well realize their characteristics. The classification is vital because of large-scale 

data in the cloud. The classification is based on five parts: (1). Data source (2). Content format (3). Data stores (4). Data staging  

(5) data processing.  
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1.2 The type of data 

 

Big data arises from several sources with sensors and free texts such as social media, unstructured data, metadata and other spatial 

data collected from weblogs, GPS, medical devices, etc. The big data is poised from dissimilar practicalities, so it is in a number 

of forms, plus: 

 Structured data: It is already an orderly manner. Two sources of structure data: machine and human  

 Unstructured data: It is opposite to structured data there is no clear format of data. 

 Semi-structured data: or multi-structured, It is pragmatic a caring of organized data, but not deliberate in tables or 

databases, for example, XML documents or JSON. 

 

2. Cloud computing 

Literature about the definition of cloud computing there is no agreement. After years of work by the National Institute of 

Standards and Technology (NIST) in September 2011, the only proper definition in the literature has been printed According to 

NIST, with five essential characteristics, three service models, and four deployment models, the cloud computing is model. 

The Characteristics of cloud computing are:  

1. Network access: Resources that available on the network and accessed using different types of clients such as 

workstations, mobile phones, computers, laptops, and tablets.   

2. Convenient resource access: With minimal interaction with the service provider can self-configure resources on-

demand as needed by the customer. 

3. Resource pooling: This is achieved by enthusiastically handover and redistributing resources according to demand in 

which the resources are joint to appear unlimited and serve multiple customers. 

4. Rapid elastic: To achieve the cost savings, this is the main reason for the adoption of cloud computing, the elasticity 

allows the cloud providers.  

5. Metered service: Customer has access to the hypothetical customer has access to unlimited resources but only pay for 

what they actually use. This is also called (pay- per- use). 

 

Three Services are PaaS, SaaS, and IaaS:- 

 

 Infrastructure as a service: The arbitrary software including operating systems and applications with resources 

configuration run and organize computing resources deliver for           the customer. 

 Software as a service: The consumer can use applications provided by the provider and running on a cloud 

infrastructure with limited consumer specific application configuration. 

 Platform as a Service: The run applications using programming languages, libraries, services, and tools supported by 

the provider also with limited application hosting environment configuration deploy for the customer 

 

 

3. The Relation between cloud and big data:- 

 

In the growth of technology, the cloud computing is a tendency. It is run too fast development of electronic material culture. 

This is the hint to the occurrence of big data. In big data is a problem that may face the growth of electronic information 

society is the rapid increase of facts. As big data is worried about storage capacity in the cloud system the cloud computing, 

and big data go together. The huge computing and storage resources are used by cloud computing. Thus, by providing big 

data application with computing capability, big data stimulate and accelerate the growth of cloud computing. In 

conservation computing assistance to accomplishes big data the distributed stowing technology. Cloud computing and big 

data are together complementary to each other. The stared a tricky of fast growth of big data. Clouds are growing and 

providing answers for the suitable situation of big data while old-style storage cannot encounter the necessities for 

commerce with big data In addition to the essential for data exchange between various distributed storage locations. The 

addresses problems the cloud computing delivers answers for big data. The cloud computing atmosphere is cumulative to be 

bright to absorb big quantities of facts as it follows the policy of data splitting, that is, to store data in more than one location 

or availability area. Cloud computing environments are built for general determination workloads and resource pooling is 

used to provide flexibility on demand. Consequently, for the big data expansion the cloud computing environment well 

suited. As the cloud delivers growth finished virtual apparatuses the big data processing and storage required. The success in 

using big data in the cloud environment the Google, IBM, and Amazon are an instance. The cloud computing environment 

must be modified to suit data in the cloud environment. The cloud works together to fit with big data. To make the cloud 

like; CPU’s to grip big data many changes are needed.  

 

4. Literature Review:- 

 

(1) Saeed Ullah, M. Daud Awan & Sikander Hayat khayal et.al. The characteristics of big data frameworks as well as their 

related challenges and issues are identifying some key features by authors. The Authors used various assessment metrics to find 

usage states of these podiums. The advantages and disadvantages of each of them are examined by authors. The presentation 

assessment of resource organization machines established on seven key factors. 
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(2) Blesson  Varghese & Rajkumar Buyya et.al. The uses of infrastructure from multiple providers’ authors discuss the 

changing cloud infrastructure and computing. Away from data centers the benefit of decentralizing. These fashions must effect in 

the want for a diversity of fresh computing constructions that will be obtainable by upcoming cloud organization. These 

constructions are estimated to affect parts, such as about persons and devices, data-intensive calculating, the service space and 

self-learning structures. The next-generation cloud classification, that will essential to be addressed for understanding of big data 

authors’ design a roadmap of the contest. 

(3) Qusay Kanaan Kadhim & Robiah Yusof et.al A hot area cloud computing is the aim of this paper that mount the 

implementation of cloud computing. The security issue became extra complex under the cloud model. New scopes have arrived 

into the problem scope associated to the model data security, users’ privacy network security, and platform and infrastructure 

issues. This study was designed to highlight the cloud computing security issues. The finding of this study emphasizes that there 

are five main issues associated with cloud computing implementation which are Mobility and Cloud Government Application 

security issues, Cloud Security Services and Application, Cloud Security data, cloud network security issues, and cloud security 

platform and infrastructure issues. These issues form an open room for future research to fill up security issues gap through 

providing either technical approach or empirical model to mitigate these issues. 

(4) ConstandinosX, Mavromoustakis  Georgios Skourletopoulos, & et.al Exploring applications, opportunities, and 

challenges, as well as the state-of-the-art techniques and underlying representation is presents a review of the current big data 

research, exploring application, opportunities, and challenge that adventure cloud computing skills, such as the big data-as-a-

service (BDaaS) or analytics-as-a-service (AaaS). The authors suggest a cost-benefit analysis is also performed towards 

measuring the long-term benefits of adopting big data-as-a-service business models in order to support data-driven decision 

making and communicate the findings to non-technical stakeholders. 

(5) Samir A. El-Seoud, Hosam F. El-Sofany & Mohamed Abdelfattah et.al. The trends and challenges of big data introduces 

in the paper. The authors investigates the benefits and the risks that may rise out of the integration between big data and cloud 

computing. The authors suggest the major advantage with the cloud computing and big data integration is the data storage and 

processing power availability, the cloud has access to a large pool of resources and various forms of infrastructures that can 

accommodate this integration in the best suitable way possible; with minimum effort the environment can be set up and managed 

to allow an outstanding effort universe for all the big data requirements i.e. data analytics. This in turn delivers low-slung 

complication with great efficiency. The authors say today’s knowledge and development in the ground has not now dazed them 

and give the cloud a plentiful need edge in being the most practical solution to host and process big data environments. 

(6) Nabeel Zanoon, Abdullah Al Haj & Sufian M Khwaldeh et.al. The authors suggested a term for big data, and a model that 

illustrates the relationship between big data and cloud computing. Big data and cloud computing have been studied from several 

important aspects, and we have concluded that the relationship between them is complementary. Big data and cloud computing 

constitute an integrated model in the world of distributed network technology. The development of big data and their 

requirements is a factor that motivates service providers in the cloud for continuous development, because the relationship 

between them is based on the product, the storing and dispensation as a conjoint cause. Big data represents the product and the 

cloud represents the containers. Big data and cloud computing are moving towards rapid progress to keep pace with progress in 

technology requirements and users. 

(7) SamiyaKhan, Kashish A.Shakil & MansafAlam et.al. The big data idea discourses the accurate and figures analytics 

methods that can stand charity for big data and bounces catalog of the prevailing tackles, contexts and stages existing for 

dissimilar big data figuring replicas. It also evaluates the viability of cloud-based big data calculating, scrutinizes existing 

challenges and opportunities. Big data information narrates and requirements to each tread of hominoid lifetime. There is no 

knowledge allowed scheme that cannot type usage of the big data-powered keys for improved conclusion creation and industry 

exact requests. However, in order to make this technology commercially viable, research groups need to identify potential ‘big’ 

datasets and possible analytical applications for the field concerned. With that said, the feasibility and commercial viability of 

such analytical applications need to aligned with business and customer requirements.  

(8) XIAOXIA WANG & ZHANQIANG LI et.al The authors presents the route map of big data relying on cloud computing to 

make urban traffic and transportation smarter by mining and pattern visualization. Quickly pictured data tackles, classify 

associations and consider of advanced, surprising customs for current evidence developed cooler. Cloud computing cylinder 

convert the outmoded régime services perfect, benefit the kingdom to align facilities invention with direction approach, and 

make intelligent executive networks that encourage effective collaboration. 

(9) Awodele .O,  Izang A.A & Kuyoro S.O et.al. According to authors Cloud computing on the other hand helps in attacking 

the subject of storing and data facility. After seeing certain of the matters linked with big data and cloud computing, specific 

resolution were recommended near improving the two main notions which will drive a extensive mode in snowballing the 

espousal frequency of cloud computing by organizations. It is significant for administrations to reflect the wildlife of how their 

data will produce in the forthcoming before arranging any haze service in their commercial. Authors suggests  for the future 

trend of the ever increasing data which is expected to be doubling on a yearly basis, research should continue in this two areas to 

see how the two key concepts can be improved and how the issues and challenges can be subdued to the barest minimum. 
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(10) Pedro Caldeira Neves, Bardley Schmer & Jorge Bernardino et.al. Cloud environment strongly leverage big data 

solution by providing fault-tolerant, scalable and available environment to big data systems. Although big data schemes are 

influential schemes that allow both creativities and punishment to get dreams over data, there are some concerns that need other 

study. Supplementary struggle necessity be operational in emergent harbor procedures and ordering data forms. Authors 

recommend by adjustable apparatuses in demand to change a explanation for applying elasticity at several dimensions of big data 

systems running on cloud environments. The goal is to examine the appliances that adjustable software container usage to 

activate scalability at dissimilar stages in the cloud hoard. 

(11) Chaowei Yanga  & Qunying Huangb et.al. The author introduces future innovations and a research agenda for cloud 

computing supporting the transformation of the volume, velocity, variety and veracity into values of Big Data for local to global 

digital earth science and applications. In this research initiatives respond to the 10 aspects envisioned to produce the next 

generation of valuable technology-enabled businesses as identified by the McKinsey report.  

(12) Ibrahim Abaker Targio Hashem a & Ibrar Yaqoob et.al. The use of cloud services to collection, procedure, and 

examine data has been existing for certain period; it has changed the context of information technology and takes twisted the 

possibilities of the on-demand provision classical hooked on genuineness. In this study, we accessible a examination happening 

the growth of big data in cloud computing. The author wished-for a organization for big data, a theoretical view of big data, and 

a cloud services model. Investigators, practitioners, and social science academics would cooperate to guarantee the long-term 

achievement of data running in a cloud computing setting and to jointly explore novel grounds. 

(13) Hanan Elazhary The purpose of this paper is to debate occasions and contests of expending cloud computing for 

dispensation Big Data. Additionally, it delivers a complete survey of standing tools for Big Data and organizes them using a 

measure precise for Big Data. Example submissions employing these utensils are also provided. They are secret using a principle 

apposite for Big Data and specimen requests that have by now benefited from cloud competences are providing. 

CONCLUSION 

We have concluded that the relationship between big data and cloud computing. Several important aspects studied big data and 

cloud computing. An integrated model in the world of distributed network technology the big data and cloud computing 

establish. The creation and the storing, and dispensation as a shared feature shows the relationship between big data and cloud 

computing. Big data indicates the creation and the cloud embodies the ampoule. The capacities of cloud computing the big data 

are concerned. The cloud computing is interested in the type and source of big data. Cloud computing represents an environment 

of stretchy distributed resources that uses high techniques in the processing and management of data and yet reduces the cost. An 

integrated relationship with cloud computing of big data. Both are touching near speedy growth to retain stride with growth in 

knowledge necessities and workers.  
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